Protect your Intellectual Property with Email
Archiving
80-90% of your company’s intellectual property passes through email. Here’s
how we help protect it. Your ideas, your strategies, your secrets - they’re all
in your email.
The average Exchange user sends 50 MB of email per day. This
creates a huge repository of intellectual property that must be
closely protected - through the lifetime of your company.
Intermedia’s Email Archiving keeps your email securely archived
and easily accessible using HostPilot, our central control panel.
Better still, Email Archiving does so without adding complexity to
IT or disrupting the way your employees communicate. Here’s
how:
1) It captures all your mail traffic. Email Archiving automatically
captures and stores every email sent and received by every
mailbox that has activated this service. This includes emails sent
across mobile devices and the Outlook Web App as well as those
sent via IMAP or POP accounts.

80-90%
of your corporate IP resides
at one time within email or
attachments. Source:
Gartner.
What intellectual property
is contained in your email?
•

•

2) It makes all your data easily accessible. Archived email can
easily be searched. Users can search their own email, while
administrators can search across the company. You can even
search within 500+ attachment types to find the information you
seek.

•

3) It preserves the contributions of former employees. Every
business has turnover. With Email Archiving, you retain the ability
to search through deactivated accounts to find critical
information and keep projects moving forward.

•

4) It helps you find leaks. Our WORM-compliant media assures
long term, tamperproof storage. Which means that employees
who accidentally or deliberately leak intellectual property via
email cannot cover their tracks.

•

•

•

R&D strategies,
techniques and
findings
Operations plans and
procedures
Security plans and any
discussion of
vulnerabilities
Finances - including
budgets, salaries
and proprietary
corporate data
All your executive
discussions and
decisions
And much, much more

5) It simplifies disaster recovery. What happens if all your
computers fall victim to a virus? From an email standpoint,
recovery is simple. That’s because your entire history of emailbased intellectual property remains stored and recoverable from
our tamperproof archiving service.
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